read the Bible. And one day they realize they haven't read the Bible in six months. Public Reading of God's Word Bible Church of Little Rock Shut the windows of your mind and focus on God's Word. Be systematic. Seven chapters read a day will carry you through the Bible in six months. By reading 1 Timothy 4:13 NKJV - Till I come, give attention to reading, - Bible. This Greek dialect allowed the New Testament to be read throughout the . When we read the Bible, we should pay close attention to the mistakes and us to learn lessons so we don't make the same mistakes (1 Corinthians 10:6). Discern is published every two months and is available in digital and print versions. Helpful Hints on Reading The Bible - Faith Bible Church Online 10 Nov 2017. Life lessons from business, leadership & paying attention A Few Thoughts from Reading the Bible Through in 3.5 Months But mid summer of this year, July 15 2017 to be exact, I figured I would give it a try. completed Deuteronomy and thought about how cool it would be to read it through in 6 months. Reading Plan (Basics) - Logos Bible Software Wiki. NET Bible Until I come, give attention to the public reading of scripture, . 14 Do not neglect the gift that is in you, which was given you through the prophecy 1 Timothy 4:6,16 If you put the brothers in remembrance of these things, you shall ... Why You Should Read the Bible Every Day Faithlife Blog 6 Sep 2016. When the preacher advised we all return home and read our Bibles every day for six months without fail, The months became years. Research commissioned by the American Bible Society shows that God won't amplify his voice, and the Scriptures won't beg for our attention like breaking headlines. How can I make reading the Bible a habit? Christian Bible Studies To get through a long text without losing focus, try reading your bible for a . Check your progress every month to make sure you've made your monthly page count. Read 4 chapters on March 5; 3 chapters on March 6; 4 chapters on March 7; Give Attention to Reading - God's Way Works 20 Feb 2016. Give Attention to Reading is that help. Dividing the New Testament into weekday readings for six-months, this book provides the Bible student Bible reading Knowable Word The writers of the New Testament give every indication of knowing much Scripture from memory. And doubtlessly the Lord Jesus knew a lot of the Bible by heart. a new Christian to read the entire Bible once or twice even in the first 6 months of his It arrests your attention, tells you something you never knew but now are Deward Publishing Give Attention to Reading Through the New . I know I should read the Bible more often, but I just don't enjoy doing it: I get frustrated. After all, who wants to do irksome chores in his free time? Pay attention, but do not worry about understanding difficult parts, backing up the tape After six months you should be pretty well familiar with the contents of the whole Bible.